Agenda

Joint Meeting of the Norden & Dutch- and German-speaking Division of UNGEGN
10 October 2018, Brussels

Time: 13:30 - 16:30
Venue: Prins Albert Club, Egmontzaal

1. Division chairs’ welcome
2. Election of minutes secretary
3. Personal introduction round (name, country, institution, professional / educational background)
4. Country introduction round: one representative for each Norden and DGSD country is encouraged to give a brief overview of national legislation and regulations concerning geographical names (2 minutes maximum)
5. News from the Divisions
   a. Dutch and German Speaking Division
   b. Norden Division
6. Berit Sandnes: The ongoing revision of the Norwegian Place Name Act
7. Arjen Versloot: Standardization of geographical names in Friesland
8. The 30th UNGEGN Session, news and update
9. Future cooperation Norden Division and DGSD
10. Next Division Meetings
11. Any other business